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People are so easy to play. A globalist says Trump isn't a globalist (which trump is) and people
just automatically believe it without realizing it's part of the con to create more authenticity for
trumps role playing character among the population. It's nothing more than reverse
psychological propaganda and people are eating it up. This is why they laugh at us and think
we are dumb roaches that should be depopulated. 

 

Trump committed genocide by killing 30 million men, women and children, with his Operation
Depopulation Warp Speed Death shots. Which Trump still supports to this day. Nobody who
commits genocide on his own people, knowingly or unknowingly, is fit to lead, be president or
should even be supported or followed. Yet Americans couldn't gargle trumps sack any harder. 

 

 The fact that Americans make excuses about this...fact, tells you everything you need to know
about this country and it's people. We're beyond fxkn done and cooked. 

 

As long as you act how people want you to act, tell them exactly what they want to hear and
put on a good show (political theatre), nobody cares what you've done or said.

 

Which is why Trump said; 

 

That's because trump knows how dumb and cult like people are and that they could careless
about what you've done. It's all about the show. Even if people do care, they'll make an excuse.
As long as you put on a good enough show/act and tell people what they want to hear, the
sheeple will love a pied Piper like Trump no matter what. Even if he commits genocide.

 

Someone like myself who points all this out, then becomes the bad guy from the cults
perspective, instead of the guy who killed 30 million men, women and children. I become the
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"I could stand in the middle of 5th Avenue and shoot somebody and I wouldn't lose
voters," Trump said.
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bad guy, instead of the guy who locked the country down and induced medical martial law. How
sick is that...

 

That's just how Stockholm syndrome works though. No politician is going to save us from
what's coming, nor will voting. Grow the fxk up people. 

 

Be honest, Trump got away with medical martial law, locking down the economy and country
and committed genoicde. Trump got away with all of these things Obama and hillary never
would have gotten away with. They would've been hated to this very day. But since it's
trump...it's all gravy to Patrick swazy baby and hes loved even more. Especially after this deep
state dog and pony show political theatre assassination. Worked like a charm. People fall even
further into the fake left right paradigm. 

 

I'd like Trump supporters to explain themselves to all the peoples families who had someone
die from the shot, those injured by it and everyone els without a voice, why Trump should still
be cheered for. 

 

Forgetting all the above, Presidents are not elected, they are selected. Presidents don't run the
country, the deep state, intelligence community, military etc do. Presidents are just a singular
figure, a front man/head/prop for these groups, to give the illusion of a singular person
incharge. Your votes do not matter or count, they haven't for many generations. Only the
counters matter and we know who runs that now don't we. If voting made a difference they
wouldn't let us do it. The left right paradigm is fake and ment to control the population. It is a
invisible political cage for political slaves. All those involved in the left right paradigm are
controlled and playing the game or getting played in the game. 

-Dillon Critique (Check my profile bio @ bottom) 


